Here H and n act on C°°(G) by right translation, the superscript H refers to the space of /f-invariants, and d is the coboundary operator for Lie algebra cohomology of n. REMARK 1. The sheaf version of the complex (2.1) is not, in general, acyclic. Thus (2.1) computes the hypercohomology of a complex of sheaves on G/H rather than the cohomology of a single sheaf.
By taking ÜT-finite E x -valued differential forms whose coefficients are formal power series, one obtains a formal analog of (2.1). The cohomology groups of this formal complex are the standard Zuckerman modules 7 p (G/üf, E x ). See [3] . Let A(G/H, E x ) denote the complex that is the analog of (2.1) with smooth functions replaced by hyperfunctions,
The flag variety X (of Borel subalgebras of g) contains 5 = G • b as a real analytic submanifold. Since H normalizes b, G/H maps G-equivariantly onto S. The vector bundie E x drops to a bundle on S, which we denote by the same symbol. There is a unique g-equivariant holomorphic extension E x -• S to the germ of a neighborhood of S in X. By homogeneity, S has constant CR dimension, so we can look at the induced d complex on S as a submanifold of X, with hyperfunction coefficients Then H*>{C{S, E x )) is the local cohomology #g(X, 0(E X )) of the sheaf 0(E X ) along S.
Statement of result.
THEOREM. There are natural topological isomorphisms between (l)ff*(A(G/ff,E x )), (2)ff«(B(S,E x )), ( .3), and (2.4) do not have good intrinsic topologies because there is no reasonable topology on the space of hyperfunctions on a noncompact manifold. The topological part of the statement of the theorem must be interpreted in one of two (equivalent) ways. First, the proof provides the appropriate topology. Second, topology is determined by the underlying H arish-Chandra module I q (G/H,E x ), since the topology of the maximal globalization can be defined purely in algebraic terms. See [7] . REMARK 3. In the case of a compact Cartan subgroup #, the theorem is due to R. Aguilar-Rodriguez [1] ; see §4A below. We are informed that there may be some overlap between our work and work in progress of H. Hecht and J. Taylor on geometric realizations of the minimal globalization of a Harish-Chandra module.
Indication of proof.
4A. COMPACT 
S is open in X and r = 0, and S = G/H as homogeneous space. Each of
, and H q s + r {X, 0(E X )) is just the Dolbeault cohomology H q (S, 0(E X )), which is the maximal globalization of its underlying Harish-Chandra module [7] .
Suppose that G is connected and let À be the differential of x-If A + p is nonsingular and antidominant, the Dolbeault cohomology has the same underlying Harish-Chandra module as a certain discrete series module [5] , so its underlying Harish-Chandra module is the standard Zuckerman module I q (G/H,E x ) [8] . One passes to general A by tensoring [1, 10] . We extend the result to disconnected groups by the method of [9] . H'(B(S, E x )) = ff«+'(C(S, E x )) = iîl +r (X, 0(È X )).
The cohomologies (1), (2), and (3) of the theorem now are isomorphic. 4C. MAXIMALLY REAL POLARIZATION. Here H is an arbitrary 0-stable Cartan subgroup of G and the positive root system 3> + is chosen to maximize |$+ n$ | = dim/2 no, no = 0o Hn. Again use the spectral sequence of p: S -» G/P for the complex (2.2) and the result of §4A to see that I q {G/H, E x ) is the underlying Harish-Chandra module. On the other hand, the spectral sequence of p: S -• G/P for (2.3) shows that we are looking at hyperfunction differential forms with values in a Préchet bundle; that is the maximal globalization of the induced module [7] . In view of the result of §4B this proves the theorem in the case of a maximally real polarization.
4D. ANY POLARIZATION, SOME WEYL CHAMBER. Given H, we pass from any positive root system to a maximally real positive root system by a sequence of operations $+ -• w a ($+) where a; is a simple complex root for $+ and w a is the Weyl reflection.
Suppose that we are in the situation just described. Then both â and w a (a) are negative, and we consider the fibration t\X -> X a where X a is the flag of parabolic subalgebras of g that are conjugate to
Then t is bijective from So to S a and the fibre F = t~l(b a ) = P 1 (C) with F H S = C. Let s and z be local coordinates on S and F, so (s, z) is a local coordinate on t~1(S a ) with So given by z = <p(s), 8<p ^ 0 everywhere. If H X (F, 0(E x |jr)) = 0 then the Leray sequence of t\ t -i(s a ) gives
H<(B(S,E x ))*H'-1 {B{S a ,B?'E x ))5iH<-\B(So, 1 E x+a )).
(p(w a ®+) = p{$ + ) -ot and \ shifts to compensate.) What we have just done is the counterpart of the Beilinson-Bernstein intertwining functor [2, 4] . An analogous argument [3] gives the same isomorphism for the standard Zuckerman modules. Now suppose that the positive root system <ï> + is given, and that {c*i,..., a m } is a sequence of complex roots as above such that the product of the Weyl reflections carries $+ to a maximally real positive root system. To carry out the isomorphisms just described, we need only ensure that À is not negative integral with respect to any of the o^. We may assume that all the ai belong to $+, so that holds for all \ w^n differential À in some particular Weyl chamber. Now, in view of § §4B and 4C, there is a Weyl chamber D such that the theorem holds whenever the differential of \ belongs to D.
4E. ANY POLARIZATION, ANY WEYL CHAMBER. This is a tensoring argument. The point is that standard Zuckerman modules, and the maximal globalization functor, both behave well with respect to tensoring [7, 8, 10] , so we need only show that the local cohomology Hp~r(X, 0(E X )) also behaves well. Arguing as in [6] , that comes down to checking that the center Z(g) of the universal enveloping algebra of g acts on Hp~r (X, 0 (E x )) by the character that Harish-Chandra denotes X\+p-Local cohomology can be calculated from a relative covering using cocycles with coefficients that are holomorphic sections of E x , so this comes down to showing that Z(g) acts on 0(E X ) by XA+P-But a germ in 0(E X ) is represented by a germ in (C°°{Gc) <8>E x <g> An*) H ' n , and the Harish-Chandra homomorphism Z(g) -> U(f)) gives the result.
This completes the indication of proof of the theorem.
